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In the framework of real time real space time-dependent density functional theory we have studied
the electron-ion dynamics of a hydrogen-terminated silicon surface H-Si(111) subjected to intense
laser irradiation. Two surface fragments of different sizes have been used in the simulations. When
the intensity and duration of the laser exceed certain levels (which depend on the wavelength) we
observe the desorption of the hydrogen atoms, while the underlying silicon layer remains essentially
undamaged. Upon further increase of the laser intensity, the chemical bonds between silicon
atoms break as well. The results of the simulations suggest that with an appropriate choice of laser
parameters it should be possible to remove the hydrogen layer from the H-Si(111) surface in a matter
of a few tens of femtoseconds. We have also observed that at high laser field intensities (2–4 V=Å in
this work) the desorption occurs even when the laser frequency is smaller than the optical gap of
the silicon surface fragments. Therefore, nonlinear phenomena must play an essential role in such
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3638064]
desorption processes. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Surfaces and interfaces of semiconductors play a fundamental role in device applications.1 The hydrogen terminated
Si surface has emerged as the ideal surface for the fabrication of functionalized surfaces.2,3 Passivation of silicon
surfaces by chemisorption of hydrogen provides long-term
protection against oxidation and adsorption of impurities.
Hydrogen-passivated silicon has bulk-like surface reconstruction4 and can be used as a starting layer for epitaxial
growth or as a resist layer for nanolithographic techniques.
Selective removal of hydrogen from these fully nonreactive
surfaces by using the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM)5–8 or by laser irradiation,9 enables the patterning of
reactive areas. Adsorption of appropriate atoms or molecules
into patterned areas can be used to fabricate functionalized
structures.2,3
In this article, we will study the hydrogen desorption
from a Si(111) surface by intense laser pulses. Bond scission
by laser pulses is a convenient way to induce and control
chemical reactions.10–13 Selective control of surface reactions is especially desired.14 Among the many surfaces
explored by experiments, the hydrogen terminated Si surface
is the most studied.9,15,16 The desorption of atoms from
surfaces can be induced by electronic excitations directly by
coupling between the laser field and the bond electrons or by
indirect mechanisms where the excitation of the substrate is
transferred to the desorption coordinates.7,17,18
Ab initio approaches have been very successful in
describing the physical properties of hydrogenated Si
surfaces.19–24 These studies have revealed the surface relaxation mechanisms,19,21 surface atom vibrational modes,20,22
phonon-phonon interactions,25 and other structural and energetic properties.23 Hydrogen desorption from silicon has also
a)
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been subject to various theoretical studies.26–34 These studies
mostly use reduced dimensionality quantum or quasiclassical
dynamical simulations on density-functional-theory derived
potential energy surfaces.33,34 First principles timedependent calculations35 have also been used to simulate the
STM induced desorption: The Si-H bond of the hydrogenated S(111) surface was subjected to an excitation by promoting electrons from r to r* orbitals and the motion of
atoms was monitored in time after this excitation. In the
present work we add a time dependent laser pulse to the
Hamiltonian of the system and simulate the entire process on
an equal footing.
In this article, we will carry out first-principles timedependent simulations of laser-assisted hydrogen desorption
from a Si(111) surface using a real space real time density
functional calculation complemented with Ehrenfest molecular dynamics. First principles simulations are indispensable
tools to gain insight into the physical mechanisms behind the
highly nonequilibrium and nonlinear laser induced desorption of hydrogen from the silicon surface. The results of the
study enhance our understanding of the dynamics of electrons and atoms in and on surfaces. The present publication
extends the studies presented in Ref. 36 and provides details
of the numerical simulations.
Density functional theory (DFT) (Refs. 37 and 38) is
now well established as one of the most capable methods for
computing electronic ground state properties. In its original
formulation, DFT only applies to the electronic ground state.
Runge and Gross39 generalized DFT to time-dependent systems. According to the Runge-Gross theorem, for any given
initial state of a many-electron system, a time-dependent
potential acting on it is uniquely determined by the subsequent time evolution of the one-electron density. Using this
theorem, it is possible to formally establish a time-dependent
Kohn-Sham (TDKS) equation from which various oneparticle properties of the system can be obtained as functions
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of time. The resulting theoretical framework is usually
referred to as time dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT).40
There are two distinct flavors in which TDDFT calculations have been implemented. The first is based on direct
time propagation of the wave function41–44 by solving the
TDKS equations. The second approach uses an infinitesimal
time dependent perturbation, then Fourier-transforms the
equations into frequency space where the linear response
function can be derived in closed form.45–47 In this work, the
first approach will be used because we are interested in the
dynamics of the process. To represent the Kohn-Sham (KS)
orbitals the majority of TDDFT implementations use either
atom-centered real space basis sets,48 which are common in
quantum chemistry,49 or plane-wave expansions.50,51 Real
space grids42,52,53 are, however, also popular choices for representing the orbitals in TDDFT calculations. The main
advantage of real space grids is that the convergence can be
systematically controlled with a single parameter, the grid
spacing. In the present work, real space grids have the additional advantage of being able to represent the diffuse electron cloud in the ionizing strong laser pulse.
In time propagation one has to calculate the action of
the operator expðiHDt=hÞ on orbitals wk, where H is the
Hamiltonian of the system and Dt is the time step. Various
techniques have been developed44,54–59 to approximate this
operator including polynomial expansions of the exponential
and the Crank-Nicholson60 approach. Once the Hamiltonian
is represented as a matrix using appropriate basis states, time
propagation involves repeated application of the Hamiltonian to calculate H n jwk i (polynomial approximation).
A limitation of the time propagation based approach is that
stable and accurate integration of the TDKS equations
requires a time step as small as 103 fs in typical pseudopotential applications, and the time step usually decreases as
the grid spacing increases.
TDDFT has been successfully used in various timedependent quantum mechanical simulations. The most
important applications of the TDDFT approach are (i) nonperturbative calculations with systems in intense laser
fields,41,61,62 (ii) calculations of optical response, dielectric
functions, and electronic transitions,43,52,63–70 (iii) calculation of electronic excitations,71–73 and (iv) time-dependent
transport calculations.74–76
The outline of the paper is as follows. After this introduction, the details of the computational method are presented in Sec. II. The numerical results are presented and
discussed in Sec. III.
II. METHOD

In the framework of time-dependent density functional
theory,39 the evolution of the system is determined by solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations for singleparticle orbitals wk,
i
h

@wk ðr; tÞ
¼ Hwk ðr; tÞ;
@t

k ¼ 1; …; N;

where H is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian given by

(1)

h2 2
r þ V ion ðr; fRgÞ þ V H ½qðrÞ
2m r
þ V XC ½qðrÞ þ V ext ðr; tÞ:

H ¼

(2)

Here Vion, VH, and VXC are the ionic core, Hartree, and
exchange-correlation potentials, respectively. Vext is the
explicitly time-dependent potential due to the electric field
of the laser. m stands for the electron mass, while Ri is the
position of the i-th ion. The electron density, q is computed
as the sum over all occupied orbitals,
N
X

qðr; tÞ ¼

fk jwk ðr; tÞj2 ;

(3)

k¼1

where fk are the occupation numbers. The simulations in the
present work have been carried out using the adiabatic local
density approximation with the parameterization of Perdew
and Zunger77 for the exchange-correlation potential. To represent ionic core potentials we employed norm-conserving
pseudopotentials in the form of Troullier and Martins.78 Vion
consists of a local and nonlocal part:
V ion ðr; fRgÞ ¼

Nions 
X

Viloc ðr  Ri Þ

i¼1
max

þ

Li
l
X
X

nonl
Vilm
ðr


^
 R i ÞP l ;

(4)

l¼1 m¼l

where operator P^l is a projector onto the subspace of angular
momentum l. The Hartree potential is defined as
ð
qðr0 ; tÞ 0
H
dr
(5)
V ½qðr; tÞ ¼
jr  r0 j
and was evaluated by numerically solving the Poisson equation. The last term in Eq. (2) representing the potential due
to the laser can be written as
V ext ðr; tÞ ¼ xEðtÞ;

(6)

which assumes the polarization of the oscillating electric
field EðtÞ is along the x-axis. Since the shortest wavelength
of the laser used in the present simulation (99 nm) significantly exceeds the size of the simulation box, the instantaneous amplitude of the laser can, to a good approximation, be
considered independent of coordinates. Hence, the potential
has a linear dependence on the x–coordinate only. The amplitude of the laser electric field was increased gradually
from 0 to E max using the following Fermi-like ramping:


1
sin xt;
(7)
EðtÞ ¼ E max 1 
1 þ exp½ðt  aÞ=b
where x is the frequency of the laser, while a and b are parameters which control the turn-on time and the smoothness
of ramping. In our simulations we used a ¼ 4.0 fs and
b ¼ 0.75 fs.
Initially, the system was put in its ground state by performing the ground state DFT calculation. After that each
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Kohn-Sham orbital, wk, was time-propagated for a period of
25–30 fs. The propagation was achieved by a sequence of
applications of the evolution operator corresponding to a
small time step Dt ¼ 0.001 fs, so that the Hamiltonian at time
t remains nearly commutative with the Hamiltonian at time
t þ Dt. The fourth order Taylor expansion was used to
approximate the exponential form of the time evolution operator, U(t, t þ Dt):
 iDt n
4
X
 h H
wk ðr; tÞ:
wk ðr; t þ DtÞ 
n!
n¼1
The choice of the total propagation time of about 30 fs is dictated by the fact that it must well exceed a typical stretching
period. For a Si-H bond this stretching period is roughly
around 8 fs.
To represent Kohn-Sham orbitals and the density of
electrons we used numerical grids defined within a sufficiently large simulation box. The use of numerical grids has
certain merits in the calculations such as those carried out in
the present work. Since the oscillations of the strong laser
electric field may result in a significant movement of the
electron density, one must be able to accurately represent the
Kohn-Sham orbitals not only around the ionic centers but
also in the regions away from them. Generally, it may not be
known a priori where and how the density moves. The use
of the numerical grids (in a sufficiently large box) easily
addresses this problem. Another merit of the numerical
representation of the orbitals is an easy and straightforward
control over the accuracy. By adjusting a single parameter,
the grid spacing, one may increase or decrease the accuracy
of the calculations as needed. Lastly, the implementation of
the time development algorithms is greatly simplified when
numerical grids are employed.
In the present work, we used uniform numerical grids
with the x-, y-, and z-spacing of 0.25 Å. The distance from
the leftmost (rightmost) ion to the edge of the simulation box
was 4.8 Å or larger. Due to the polarization of the laser, the
electron density oscillates mainly along the x-axis. The
motion of the desorbed (or oscillating) ions also takes place
along the x-axis. For this reason, the minimal distance from
the leftmost (rightmost) ion to the edge of the box along the
x-axis was extended to at least 7.7 Å.
Set of Eqs. (1) describes the time evolution of the electrons in the system. The dynamics of the ions in our simulations was treated classically within the Ehrenfest scheme.
The ions were allowed to move classically under the influence of quantum forces computed as the derivatives of the
total energy with respect to ionic positions:
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density q, and thus the entire system of equations has to be
solved simultaneously as the time evolves. We would like to
note that application of Eq. (8) requires the validity of the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem for time-dependent wave functions=orbitals. Strictly speaking, this is not the case should
any motion of nuclei take place. Therefore, the Ehrenfest
scheme as such is approximate. Methods that go beyond the
classical Ehrenfest dynamics, in particular the trajectory hopping methods, have been an area of active research.79–90
However, at present time, the applicability of these methods
to large systems remains limited due to increased complexity
and computational demands.
As we used finite surface fragments, only certain ions
were allowed to move in our simulations. The rest were fixed
in order to preserve the general geometric structure of the
surface. To assess the reliability and convergence of the
results and to detect possible artifacts originating from the
finite size of the structures all simulations were performed for
two surface fragments of different size: Si22H28 and Si46H46.
The corresponding structures are shown in Fig. 1. Both fragments are four-layer silicon structures with 100% hydrogen
coverage on the surface. Additionally, we used hydrogens to
passivate all dangling silicon bonds on all other sides of the
structures. The bond lengths were taken from Ref. 19, where
relaxations of the H-Si(111) surface were determined using
DFT calculations in a slab configuration. Specifically,
the bond lengths between neighboring ions were as follows:
1.54 Å (H-Si1), 2.331 Å (Si1-Si2), 2.320 Å (Si2-Si3), and
2.352 Å (Si3-Si4). The latter corresponds to the structure of
bulk silicon. Here Si1, Si2, Si3, and Si4 denote the silicon
ions in layers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The hydrogen ions
used to passivate dangling bonds were placed 1.48 Å from
the corresponding silicon ions. The above bond lengths are
in agreement with those computed in Ref. 91. While according to Ref. 19 the Si-layers near the surface are slightly more
compressed, we believe that such fine details would not have
any qualitative effect on the results of our simulations.
Apparently, hydrogen desorption from Si surface can
only occur when a significant absorption of the energy of the
laser electric field takes place. This absorption is wavelength


d 2 Ri
Mi 2 ¼  $Ri Zi V ext ðRi ; tÞ
dt

ð
Nions
X
Zi Zj
ion
þ V ðr; Ri Þqðr; tÞdr : (8)
þ
jRi  Rj j
j6¼i
Here Mi is the mass of the i-th ion and Zi is its pseudocharge
(valence). Newton’s equations (8) are coupled with the timedependent Kohn-Sham equations (1) through the electron

FIG. 1. (Color online) Two fragments of the H-Si(111) surface used in our
calculations: Si22H28 (top) and Si46H46 (bottom). The ions which were
allowed to move are indicated with dark color.
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dependent. In order to have a rough estimate which laser
wavelength may be suitable in the low laser intensity regime,
one can perform the calculation of the optical absorption
spectra. In the TDDFT framework they can be obtained by
perturbing the electrons in the system with a weak d-kick
and monitoring the evolution of the dipole moment with
time.41,92 The d-shape of the perturbing potential provides
equal weights to all excitation frequencies x. The action of
the d-kick amounts to multiplying the Kohn-Sham orbitals
with the following exponential factor at the time t ¼ 0:
wk ðr; t ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ eipx wk ðr; t ¼ 0Þ; p  L1 ;

(9)

where L is the linear size of the system. The kick creates
small oscillations of the dipole moment, d(t), which can be
recorded for some sufficiently long time. Then d(t) can be
Fourier-transformed, giving the dynamic polarizability of the
system,
ð
1
½dðtÞ  dð0Þ eixt f ðtÞdt:
(10)
aðxÞ ¼
p
Here f(t) is some damping factor insuring the existence of
the Fourier transform. Lastly, the photoabsorption cross section is related to the dynamic polarizability as
rðxÞ ¼

4px
=½aðxÞ;
c

(11)

where c is the speed of light and = stands for the imaginary
part. It should be noted that the way the optical absorption
spectra are calculated assumes the weakness of the perturbing electric field. Thus, in the regime when the laser field is
no longer weak compared to the typical field strengths experienced by valence electrons in an atom, one may expect
drastic changes in the photoabsorption properties.
III. RESULTS

A schematic drawing of the computational setup for our
simulations is shown in Fig. 2. In this setup, a system under
study is placed in a simulation box and a laser field with the
polarization along the x-axis is applied. In those cases when
the desorption of atoms takes place they move away from
the surface in the x-direction as well.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Computational set-up: surface fragment in a simulation box with oscillating electric field in x-direction.

Before carrying out the simulations with the laser field
we have computed the optical absorption spectra for the surface fragments by time-propagating the Kohn-Sham orbitals
for 20 fs and using relations (9)–(11). The results given in
Fig. 3 show that there is a significant optical gap of approximately 5 eV for both the Si22H28 and Si46H46 fragments.
They suggest that very little or no energy absorption should
take place below the frequency corresponding to 5–7 eV if a
low intensity laser is applied.
The maximum amplitude of the laser field, E max , used in
our simulations ranged from 0.5 V=Å to 4.0 V=Å, which corresponds to intensities of 3.3  1016 and 2.1  1018 W=m2,
respectively. After 25 fs the corresponding pulse with envelope (7) yields the fluence value ranging from 6.7 J=m2 to
3.4  103 J=m2. Such intensities should generally be considered high. For comparison, in the hydrogen atom, at
rBohr ¼ 0.53 Å the electron experiences a field of 51 V=Å due
to the proton; at the same time the duration of our laser pulse
exceeds the time scale of the electronic motion (0.2 fs) by
two orders of magnitude. We used three different laser wavelengths in our calculations: 99, 124, and 248 nm, which correspond to 5, 10, and 12.5 eV photon energy. This choice of the
wavelengths is not of particular importance. Other values in
the UV range could have been used as well since the nature of
the processes we simulated is not resonant. Our choice was
based on the absorption spectra shown in Fig. 3. We picked
one photon energy that is lower than the optical gap, while the
other two photon energies lie in the range where the absorption strength is expected to be high (even at low intensities of
the laser).
As was mentioned in Sec. II, only certain ions were
allowed to move freely in our simulations. In the case of
Si22H28 fragment there were only two such ions: a hydrogen
ion at the center of the surface and the silicon atom that has a
chemical bond with the hydrogen. The positions of other
ions were fixed. For the Si46H46 fragment, out of 92 ions in
the system, 9 were allowed to move: three H ions (those that
are closest to the surface center), three Si ions in the first
atomic plane, and three Si ions in the second atomic plane.
All these ions are marked with dark color in Fig. 1). The simulations for both fragments were in good qualitative agreement as to when and how the desorption of the hydrogen

FIG. 3. (Color online) Absorption spectra calculated using the linear
response model.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Time-evolution of the electron density and ion dynamics
in Si22H28 (left column) and Si46H46 (right column) surface fragments for the
case of E max ¼ 1:0 V=Å and 99 nm laser wavelength. Two isosurfaces corresponding to the electron density of 0.15 and 0.015 Å3 are plotted at t ¼ 0, 15,
20, and 25 fs (enhanced online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3638064.1].
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occurs, indicating that our finite-fragment model of the HSi(111) surface is adequate for the type of calculations we
have performed.
The qualitative picture of the simulated process is as follows. Upon the arrival of the laser pulse, the electron density
starts to oscillate in the direction perpendicular to the surface. This oscillation of the density creates time-dependent
forces on ions and a slow nuclear motion begins. In particular, those ions close to the surface experience a non-zero
time-averaged force. The hydrogen ions are lighter than the
silicon ones. Due to the force and a small mass they respond
to the laser more quickly and, if the intensity of the laser is
sufficiently high, the Si-H bond breaks and the hydrogens
eventually fly away from the surface. A few snapshots of this
process of bond scission are presented in Fig. 4.
A more quantitative picture of hydrogen desorption can
be devised from the plots of ionic positions, which we present in Fig. 5. In this figure we show the positions of the
hydrogen and the neighboring silicon atom in the case of a
Si22H28 fragment subjected to a laser field of different amplitudes and frequencies. As can be seen from the figure, for the
smallest laser amplitude of 0.5 V=Å the dissociation does
not occur during the first 25 femtoseconds of the simulation.
The position of the hydrogen does change with time, yet the
effect is not strong enough to rip the ion off the surface completely. If a laser pulse with such an amplitude is discontinued and the deposition of energy is stopped then the
electronic and vibrational excitation energy accumulated in
the system would eventually get redistributed in the (infinite)
lattice. When the amplitude of the laser electric field is
increased to 1.0 V=Å, the hydrogen gets desorbed in the case
of shorter wavelengths (99 and 124 nm) and stays at the surface in the case of the 248 nm wavelength. As far as the

FIG. 5. (Color online) Time-evolution of the x-displacement of H and Si ions for different laser electric field intensities and frequencies in the case of a Si22H28 fragment.
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silicon ion is concerned, its x-displacement remains small
regardless of the wavelength. Hence, the results of our simulations suggest that short (tens of femtoseconds) laser pulses
of UV light can be used to strip off hydrogens without
changing the structure of the underlying silicon. For this to
occur one has to choose appropriate values of the laser wavelength, intensity, and pulse duration. Experimental observation of desorption of atomic hydrogen from Si surfaces using
157 and 308 nm lasers has been reported in Refs. 9 and 93. It
should also be noted that in the absence of hydrogen coverage, the Si(111) surface in vacuum eventually evolves into a
different reconstruction. Modeling this process, however,
lies outside of the scope of the present work.
When the amplitude of the applied laser field is
increased to 2.0 V=Å the dissociation of hydrogen occurs
even for 5.0 eV photon energy, which clearly indicates the
onset of the nonlinear regime. Also, in the case of 10 and
12.5 eV photon energies, the silicon ion begins to acquire a
significant momentum. The magnitude of the x-displacement
of the silicon ion becomes even larger at E max ¼ 4.0 V=Å,
which is the largest laser amplitude we used in this work. In
the latter case, the top silicon atoms on the H-Si(111) surface
break their bonds with other neighboring Si atoms and
escape. This is in agreement with the experimental results of
Ref. 15 where laser induced desorption of Si atoms from a
clean Si surface has been observed.
We repeated all our simulations for a Si46H46 fragment
and found very good qualitative agreement with the case of
Si22H28, which can be seen in Fig. 6. As far as the motion of
the hydrogen ions and the silicon ions from the first Si-plane
is concerned, they followed x-trajectories that are very close
to those of the H and Si ions in Si22H28. In the larger fragment

J. Appl. Phys. 110, 064905 (2011)

we had non-fixed silicon ions from the second Si-plane. We
found their x-displacements to be significantly smaller than
those of the silicon ions in the first Si-plane. For the case of
E max ¼ 4.0 V=Å and k ¼ 99 and 124 nm, when the displacement of all moving ions was largest, at the end of the simulations the Si2 ions were approximately twice closer to their
initial positions compared to the Si2 ions. The good agreement
between the results obtained for Si22H28 and Si46H46 surface
fragments indicates that the simulation results can be meaningfully extrapolated to the case of an infinite H-Si(111)
surface.
The motion of all ions in our simulations was completely independent and not subjected to any constraints aiming to preserve the C3v symmetry, which both fragments
should possess if the electric field is uniform in space at any
given instant and is directed along the x axis. Our computational model, however, employs uniform rectangular grids
(obviously not of C3v symmetry). Despite this fact the system
maintained the C3v symmetry by itself to a very high degree,
which serves as an additional check as to whether the choice
of the simulation parameters (box size, grid spacing, etc.)
was adequate.
Lastly, we have studied how isotopic substitution of
hydrogen ions in H-Si(111) affects the outcome of our simulations. We have repeated several calculations with the
Si22D28 fragment where the mass of the moving hydrogen
ion was set to be equal to the mass of the deuterium and 28H
(hydrogen with the mass of silicon). The results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 7. The x-displacement plots in
this figure suggest that the higher mobility of the hydrogen
ions is due to their light mass. Upon increasing the nuclear
mass, the motion of H ions becomes less responsive and in

FIG. 6. (Color online) Time-evolution of the x-displacement of H and Si ions for different laser electric field intensities and frequencies in the case of a
Si46H46 fragment. Si1 and Si2 denote ions in atomic plane 1 and 2, respectively. Si1 is the closest one to the H-plane.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Decrease in the
magnitude of the x-displacement as a
result of isotopic substitution H ! D !
28
H in a Si22H28 fragment.

the case of 28H they are essentially as slow as the silicon
ions next to the surface.
One possible interpretation of the mechanism of the
force acting on ions can be related to emission of electrons from the surface. Due to a large magnitude of the
laser field, a certain degree of the surface ionization takes
place. In the limiting case of even stronger field than used
in our simulations, the finite surface fragment as a whole
would undergo an ionization followed by a Coulomb
explosion. In our computational setup with relatively
large, but still finite simulation box it is hard to quantify
precisely how many electrons left the surface completely.
This is because the electron density is quite distorted
compared to the ground state density and oscillates up
and down. However, rough estimates in the case of 2 and
4 V=Å laser amplitude suggest that a few electrons (out
of 230 for Si46H46) should probably be considered
escaped by the end of the simulation.
To conclude, the dynamics of laser induced bond breaking at a hydrogenated silicon surface has been studied computationally in the framework of TDDFT. The calculations
demonstrate that the laser assisted desorption of the hydrogen layer should be possible. At the same time the process
exhibits highly nonlinear behavior. Nonetheless, by choosing
appropriate laser parameters the hydrogen layer can be
removed without destroying the Si surface.
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